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An algorithm is presented for obtaining the optimal solution of an integer programming 
problem in which the nested constraints represent the cumulative bounding of the variables and 
the objective function is a sum of concave functions of one variable. The algorithm requires 
O(m log(m)log2(bm/m)) time, where m is the number of variables and b m is an upper bound on 
the sum of the m variables, bm>_ m >_ 1. It is also demonstrated that a special case of identical 
concave functions is solvable in O(m) time. Both results significantly improve the previous 
bounds for these problems. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following problem NESTED(p, s): 
$ 
maximise ~ fi(xi) 
i=p 
J 
subject o ~ xi <- by, j =p,. . . ,  s, 
i=p 
xiEXi~- {0, 1,2 , . . . ,b i} ,  i=p,...,s, 
where 1 <p<_s, fi is a non-decreasing concave function defined on Xi, bi a non- 
negative integer, i =p, ..., s, and 0_< bp <_... <_ bs with bs > s. 
The problem NESTED(1, m) has received some attention in the literature. 
Galperin and Waksman [6] provide an algorithm which runs in O(b m log(m)) time. 
Tamir [7] describes an O(m 2 log(bin)) time algorithm, and for a special case of 
NESTED(I, m) in which all the f /a re  identical, an O(m 2) algorithm. Note that 
while the above definition of NESTED(p, s) may seem over-elaborate he need for 
a general statement of this form will be apparent with the development of a recursive 
procedure for the solution of NESTED(I, m). Generalisations of NESTED(l, m) 
have also been discussed. For example Armstrong, Sinha and Zoltners [1] present 
a branch-and-bound algorithm for a multiple-choice nested knapsack model. This 
is closely related to the problem studied by Tamir [8]. 
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The problem NESTED(l, m) may itself be regarded as a generalisation f the well- 
known 'distribution of effort' problem (where bl--bE . . . . .  bin) which has been 
considered by many authors. We cite only two recent papers. Frederickson and 
Johnson [4] provide an algorithm which runs in O(m log(bin~m)) time, and Galil 
and Megiddo [5] an O(m logE(bm)) time algorithm. 
In this paper we present a divide-and-conquer algorithm for NESTED(l, m) and 
show that it runs in O(m log(m)logE(bm/m)) time. We also describe an algorithm 
for a special case of NESTED(I, m) in which all the functions are identical which 
runs in O(m) time. Both results ignificantly improve the previous bounds for these 
problems, given in [7]. 
In Section 2 we develop sufficient conditions under which an optimal solution to 
a Lagrangian Relaxation of NESTED(l, m) also provides an optimal solution to 
NESTED(l, m). An incremental gorithm which terminates in a solution satisfying 
the sufficiency conditions is presented together with an analysis of its time complexi- 
ty. In Section 3 we present a divide-and-conquer version of the incremental 
algorithm together with an analysis of its time complexity. Finally, in Section 4 we 
present an algorithm for a special case of NESTED(l, m) in which all the functions 
are identical together with an analysis of its time complexity. 
2. A Lagrangian relaxation for NESTED(p, s) 
Sufficiency Conditions. For fixed multipliers, gj, j=p,.. . ,s 
Lagrangian Relaxation: 
maximise L(l~, x) = J=p~" fj(xj)-j~p gj i= xi - bj 
s 
subject o x s 1-I Xj. 
J=p 
The maximisation of L(~x) over x~ l-I~___pXj decomposes into the 
separate problems (Pj): 
(Pj) maximiself j(xj)-~gixjl  
xjEXj i=j 
for j=p,...,s. It is 
gj, xj,j =p, . . . ,  s, are such that: 
gj>_O, 
xj solves problem (Pj), 
J 
~. xi<_bj, and 
i=p 
consider the 
(s -p+ 1) 
easily demonstrated, see for example, Fisher [3], that if 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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(4) 
then x is optimal in NESTED(p, s). We now rewrite the above sufficiency conditions 
in a more convenient form. Let Aj be specified such that As=lUs and Aj =/zj +Aj+l, 
j =p, ..., s - I. Then the requirement (1) that the multipliers,/zj, j =p, ..., s, be non- 
negative is equivalent to the requirement that 
o° ~> Ap>--Ap+ l >->-'" >~As>~O. (5) 
With the substitution of (Aj - Aj+ l) for gi, J =P, "", s -  1, and As for Ps the problem 
(Pj) may be rewritten 
maximise Lj(Aj, xj), 
xjeXj 
where Lj(Aj, x i)=f~(xi)-Ajx . Since fj is concave so is Lj and the condition that xj 
maximises L i is that ALj(Aj, .9) >_ 0 and ALj(Aj, .,9 + I)_< 0 where A is the backward 
difference operator with 
dLj(Aj, xj)= Lj(Aj, x j ) -  Lj(Aj, x j -  1) 
=+oo 
if xj>O, 
if xj=O. 
Defining Afy(xj) in a similar fashion we have 
ALj(Aj, xj)=Afj(xj)-A i, and ALj(Aj, xj+ 1)=Afj(xj+ 1)-A i. 
Then the requirement (2) that xj solves problem (Pj) is equivalent to the require- 
ment that 
(6) Afj(xj)>Aj>Afy(xj+ 1), j=p,. . . ,s.  
The requirement (3) is simply that x should be feasible in NESTED(p, s). 
With the substitution of (Aj-Aj+I) for/zj, j=p, . . . , s -  l, and As for #s the re- 
quirement (4) for complementary slackness is equivalent to the requirement that 
j=p, . . . ,s -  1, 
(7) s 
As[ i~=pX i - b,] = O. 
Note that since f~, i =p, ..., s, is nondecreasing then for every optimal solution of 
NESTED(p, s) the sth inequality constraint must hold as an equality. 
To summarise, a solution x is optimal in NESTED(p, s) if it is feasible and there 
exists a vector 2 such that the conditions (5), (6) and (7) are satsified. 
Incremental Algorithm. Consider the following procedure 
procedure GREEDY(p, s, b (p  : s), x (p  : s)) 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
comment  [Determine an optimal solution to NESTED(p, s). 
On entry it is assumed that: 
(i) 1 <_p<_s; 
(ii) b(p:s) contains the RHS constraint vector of NESTED(p,  s). 
On exit x(p:s) contains an optimal solution to NESTED(p,  s).] 
integer p, s, b, x, j, q, r 
array b(p :s), x(p : s) 
for j*--p to s do 
x( j )~O 
repeat 
q~p 
while q ___ s do 
comment  [Set r such that Afr(Xr + 1) = max{Af;(xj + 1),j = q, ..., s}. 
In the case of a tie choose the least such r.] 
r *-- MAX(q, s) 
comment  [Determine if {x(p), .. . ,  x ( r -  1), x(r) + 1, x(r+ 1), ..., x(s)} 
is feasible in NESTED(p, s).] 
if FEASIBLE(p,  r, s, b(p : s), x(p  : s)) then 
x(r)*--x(r) + 1 
else 
q*--r+l 
endi f  
repeat 
end GREEDY 
Note that in the above and all following procedures it is assumed that fj can be 
evaluated in in O(1) operations, e.g., by a table look-up or a constant number of 
arithmetic operations. 
Then we claim that call GREEDY(p,  s, b(p : s), x(p : s)) solves NESTED(p,  s), 
i.e., terminates with a feasible solution and implicit constants {A j} satisfying condi- 
tions (5), (6) and (7). To prove this note that only feasible solutions are constructed 
and immediately before each execution of line 10 let Aj=Afr(Xr+ 1), j=q, . . . , r .  
Then 
/],p w~2p+ I ~-~ "'" ~-~2q =~q+ 1 . . . . .  l ] ' r~r+ I ~ "")ts >-0. 
This follows from the fact that at line 6 the maximum is non-increasing and each 
fj, j=p,  ..., s, is concave and non-decreasing. 
Also dfj(xj)>_;tj>_dfj(xj + 1), j=  q, ... ,r. The left-hand inequality follows that 
from the fact that if 
(i) xj =0 then by definition, dfj(x)= + 0% or 
(ii) xj > 0 implies that xj has been increased to its current value at some earlier 
iteration according to the criterion of line 6. 
The right-hand inequality follows directly from the execution of line 6. 
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Since at line 4 q is set to p and at termination r is set to s conditions (6) are 
satisfied for all j=p, ..., s. 
Finally, ).j = 2j + l, J = q, ---, r -  1. These j correspond to constraints which may be 
non-binding, i.e., ~=pXi<_bj, and (Aj- ;tj+ l)[~i=pXi--J bj]=0 for j=q, . . . , r -  1. 
From the test in line 7 constraint r must be binding, i.e., [~,~=pXi- br] =0. Since 
at line 4 q is set to p and at termination r is set to s (with the sth inequality constraint 
binding) conditions (7) are satisfied for all j =p,..., s. It also follows that GREEDY 
constructs the lexicographically argest optimal solution to NESTED(p, s). 
Time Complexity of  GREEDY. A straightforward implementation f GREEDY for 
NESTED(I, m) will run in O(mbm) time. This can be improved somewhat by using 
more sophisticated data structures, but the crucial factor is the dependence on bm. 
Indeed GREEDY, in this form, only supplies a pseudopolyonomial algorithm for 
the problem. 
Monotonic Solutions to NESTED(p, s). We require in the next section the follow- 
ing result concerning monotonicity of solutions to NESTED(p, s). 
Proposition 1. Let x 7, j =p, . . . ,  s, be the lexicographically largest optimal solution 
to NESTED(p, s) and xj', j =p,..., s', be the lexicographically largest optimal solu- 
tion to NESTED(p,s')  with s'<s. Then x*<x'., j=p, s'. j ~ j . . .9 
Proof. Suppose NESTED(p, s) and NESTED(p, s') are solved by GREEDY. In the 
solution of NESTED(p, s) suppose we restrict attention to variables xj, j =p, ..., s'. 
Then it is clear that the two solutions are identical up to the first execution of line 
10 with r >s '  in the solution for NESTED(p, s). But this means that no variable with 
j>_r will be increased again in the NESTED(p,s) solution, whereas in the 
NESTED(p, s') solution variables with j<_s' may be. Since r>s" the conclusion 
follows. Thus a solution of NESTED(p, s') gives upper bounds on the values of the 
first ( s ' -p+ 1) variables in NESTED(p,s). These upper bounds imply the first 
( s ' -p+ 1) constraints of NESTED(p,s) since 
J J 
E xj<- ~, x;<_bj, j=p,. . . ,s ' .  
i=p i=p 
3. A divide-and-conquer approach 
In this section we present a more efficient algorithm for solving NESTED(l, m), 
using a divide-and-conquer approach based on Proposition 1 above. The approach 
may be summarised as follows. 
We recursively solve NESTED(I, [m/2J) bY our procedure QUICKERGREEDY. 
This gives, by Proposition 1, a set of upper bounds on the first ]m/2J variables. 
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These upper bounds can effectively be incorporated into the f~ without destroying 
concavity and we can discard the first [m/2J constraints as observed above. We 
now determine the first binding constraint in the problem that remains using the 
procedure BINDING detailed below, which is based on the ideas of Section 2. This, 
by the properties of GREEDY, fixes the values of at least Lm/2J + 1 variables per- 
manently. We then solve the remaining problem containing rm/2]  - 1 variables and 
constraints recursively by QUICKERGREEDY. The correctness of the approach 
may be deduced from the results of Section 2. 
In our formal algorithm descriptions, we will require the following problem 
definition: 
SUBNESTED(p, q, s): 
maximise 
s 
Z f (yi) 
i=p 
J 
subject o ~ Yi <- bj, j = q,... ,  s, 
i=p 
O<_ yi<_x i and integer, i=p, . . . , s ,  
where 1 <_p<_q<_s. 
We now formally describe QUICKERGREEDY. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
procedure QUICKERGREEDY(p, s, b(p : s), x (p  : s)) 
comment [Determine an optimal solution to NESTED(p, s). 
On entry it is assumed that: 
(i) l <_p<_s; 
(ii) b(p:s)  contains the RHS constraint vector of NESTED(p, s). 
On exit x(p, s)contains an optimal solution to NESTED(p, s).] 
integer p, s, b, x, j, q, r, xsum 
array b(p  : s), x (p  : s) 
for j , - -p to s do 
x( j )~-b( j )  
repeat 
if p < s then 
q, - -p+L(s -p ) /2 J  
call QUICKERGREEDY(p, q, b(p : q), x (p  : q)) 
comment [Determine the first binding constraint in an optimal solution 
to SUBNESTED(p, q + 1, s). 
On entry to BINDING it is assumed that: 
(i) 1 <_p<q<s; 
(ii) b(q + 1 :s) contains the RHS constraint vector of 
SUBNESTED(p, q + 1, s); 
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8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
else 
(iii) x(p :s )  contains the variable upper bounds on the optimal 
solution to SUBNESTED(p, q + 1, s). 
On exit from BINDING: 
(i) r is the index of the first binding constraint in an optimal 
solution to SUBNESTED(p, q + 1, s); 
(ii) x(p : r) contains the values of the variables in this first 
binding constraint.] 
call BINDING(p, q + 1, r, s, b(q + 1 : s), x (p  : s)) 
i f  r<  s then 
xsum*--0 
for j~p  to r do 
xsum*--xsum +x( j )  
repeat 
for j,---r+ 1 to s do 
b( j )~ b( j )  - xsum 
repeat 
call QUICKERGREEDY(r+ 1, s, b(r + 1 :s), x(r + 1 : s)) 
endif  
x(p)*--b(p) 
endif  
end QUICKERGREEDY 
It remains to describe the procedure BINDING, which is central to QUICKER- 
GREEDY, and to analyse the running time of the procedures 
procedure BINDING(p, q, r, s, b(q : s), x (p  : s)) 
comment  [Determine the first binding constraint in an optimal solution 
to SUBNESTED(p, q, s). 
On entry it is assumed that: 
(i) 1 <p<q<_s ;  
(ii) b(q:s)  contains the RHS constraint vector of SUBNESTED(p, q, s); 
(iii) x(p :s )  contains the variable upper bounds on the solutions to 
SUBNESTED(p, q, s). 
On exit: 
(i) r is the index of the first binding constraint in an optimal solution to 
SUBNESTED(p, q, s); 
(ii) x (p  : r) contains the values of the variables in this first binding 
constraint.] 
real d, v 
integer p, q, r, s, b, x, y, 1, u, w, ysum 
array b(q : s), x (p  : s), y (p  : s), l (p  : s), u (p  : s), w(p  : s), d (p  : s) 
comment  [Determine, by the method of Frederickson and Johnson [4], an 
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optimal solution to SUBNESTED(p, s, s). 
On entry to EFFORT it is assumed that: 
(i) 1 <_p<_s; 
(ii) b(s) contains the RHS constraint value of SUBNESTED(p, s, s); 
(iii) x(p :s )  contains the variable upper bounds on the solution to 
SUBNESTED(p, s, s). 
On exit from EFFORT y(p :s )  contains an optimal solution to 
SUBNESTED(p, s, s).] 
1 call EFFORT(p, s, b(s), x(p  : s), y (p  : s)) 
2 for j ~p  to s do 
3 l ( j )~O 
4 u( j )  ~y( j )  
5 repeat 
comment  [Initialise a doubly-linked list, A, of 'active variables'.] 
6 A~{p,p+l , . . . , s}  
7 r~O 
8 while r = 0 do 
9 for j~A do 
10 w( j )* -u( j )  - l ( j )+ 1 
11 d( j )~  A f j(L (u(j) + l( j)) /E J + 1) 
12 rep eat 
comment  [Delete variables with w( j )= 1 from A and update b.] 
13 ysum~O 
14 for j~A and w(j)= 1 do 
15 A*--A - {j}, ysum+-ysum + y( j )  
16 if j >_ q then 
17 b( j )~  b(j)  - ysum 
18 endi f  
19 repeat 
comment  [Determine, by the method escribed in [4], the weighted median 
of the numbers d(p), ... ,d(s) with weights w(p), ..., w(s).] 
20 o~ WEIGHTEDMEDIAN(d(p : s), w(p : s)) 
comment  [For each j=p ,  ..., s determine by bisection search, a value y 
such that l ( j )<_y<u( j )  and Afj(y)>>_o>Afy(y+ 1).] 
21 for j EA  do 
22 y( j )  ~ BISECT(j, l( j), u(j), o) 
23 repeat 
24 j~p  
25 ysum*--O 
26 for j e A while r_> 0 do 
27 ysum ~ ),sum + y( j )  
28 if j _> q and ),sum > b(j) then 
29 r*-- - 1 
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30 elseif j _  q and ysum = b( j )  then 
31 r,--j 
32 endif  
33 repeat 
34 if r = - 1 then 
35 r=0 
36 for j ~ A do 
37 u(j) ~ y(j) 
38 repeat 
39 eiseif r=0 then 
40 for j e A do 
41 l(j)*-- y(j) 
42 repeat 
43 endi f  
44 repeat 
45 fo r j~ptordo  
46 x( j )  ~ y ( j )  
47 repeat 
48 end B INDING 
BINDING is essentially a determination by bisection of d f j  at the first execution 
of line 10 is GREEDY. The further elaboration required is presented below in the 
analysis of its time complexity. 
Time Complexity of  BINDING. Let k= ( s -p  + 1) measure the size of the pro- 
blem of determining the first binding constraint in an optimal solution to 
SUBNESTED(p, q, s) and consider lines 1-40. 
Lines 1-5 solve the problem SUBNESTED(p, s, s) by Frederickson and Johnson's 
algorithm [4]. (As a result ~,j=pUj<bs in subsequent lines.) This takes 
O(k log(bs/k)) time. 
Lines 8-44 make up a conditional loop. Consider the tth repetition of this loop. 
Let A t be the set A, k t= ]At I, wJ ( j~At )  be the values specified by line 10 and 
W t = ~j~A t Wj. Note that w t >__ 2. 
Lines 9-19 take O(k t) time. 
Line 20 takes O(k t) time using the algorithm described in [4]. 
Lines 21-23 take ~,jEA' O(Iog(uj -- lj + 1)) =O(k t log(Wt/k t) time. 
Lines 24-33 take O(k t) time. 
Lines 34-43 take O(k t) time. 
Thus each repetition is O(k t log(Wt/kt)) time. 
Wl <<-bs+ k (8) 
and for any repetition t 
W t >- 2k t. (9) 
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Since we are assuming a repetition subsequent to t, one of the conditions implied 
by lines 34-38 or 39-43 must hold. 
Consider epetition t when the condition implied by lines 34-38 holds. Since o is 
the weighted median, the set St= {jeAt:dj<_o} is such that ~jes' wJ>_ wt/2.  But 
if dj <_ o, then clearly yj < [(uj + lj)/2J, by concavity of f j  from line 10. Hence set- 
ting uj*--yj for these j (at line 30) will eliminate at least (wJ- 1)/2 possible values 
of xj at repetition t+ l .  Then w]+l<<_(wJ+ 1)/2, j ES  t. 
However, since j is deleted from A in line 15 if w]+~=l, effectively setting 
wt+l =Owe have w]+l<~w] for all j eS  t 
w'+'= wJ+'+ % w "+' 
j es  t j¢St  
_< 2 2wJ/3+ 2 wJ 
j eS  t j~ .S  t
<-W t -  ~., wJ/3 
j eS  ~ 
< W t - wt/6  <_ 5 l'vt/6. (lO) 
A similar argument holds if the condition of lines 39-43 applies. Suppose first 
wt>_k, so using (8) k t log(Wt/U)=O(klog(bs/k) and we must have 
(5/6)t(bs+k)>_k, i.e., t=O(log(bs/k)). 
Thus, after time O(klog2(bs/k) we must have Wt<k. But then ktlog(Wt/kt) = 
O(W t) using (9). Using (10) we see that these iterations require a total of only 
O(k + -~k + (¼)2k +--- ) = O(k) time. 
Finally lines 45-47 take O(k) time. 
Thus the total time complexity of BINDING is O(klog2(bs/k)). 
Time Complexity of  QUICKERGREEDY. Each execution of QUICKERGREEDY 
on a problem with m variables and constraints entails at most two sub-executions 
of QUICKERGREEDY on problems with at most /m/2 J  variables and constraints, 
plus a call to BINDING. (All other work is clearly O(m). Thus if T(m, b) is the time 
required to solve NESTED(I, m) with b m = b and assuming blm/2 j = a we have (ap- 
proximately) 
T(m, b) <_ T(m/2, a) + T(m/2, b - a) + O(m log2(b/m)) 
<_ T(m/2, a) + T(m/2, b - a) + Cm log2(b/m) for some C > 0. 
Assuming inductively that T(M, B) <_KM log(M)log2(B/M) for M< m, B< b and 
some K > 0. Then 
T(m, b) <_ K(m/2)log(m/2)log2(2a/m) + K(m/2)log(m/2)log2(2(b - a)/m) 
+ Cm log2(b/m) 
= Km log(m/2){ [log2(2a/m)]/2 +[log2(2(b - a)/m)/2} 
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+ Cm log2(b/m) 
<_ Km log(m/2)log2(b/m) + Cm log2(b/m) 
using the concavity of logEx for x___ e 
=Km log(m)log2(b/m) - Km log(2)logE(b/m) + Cm logZ(b/m) 
<_ Km log(m)logE(b/m) provided C _< K log(2). 
Thus T(m, b) = O(m log(m)logE(b/m)) and, therefore, QUICKERGREEDY 
O(m log(m)log2(bm/m)). 
is 
4. A special case of NESTED(l, m): Identical functions 
Sufficiency Conditions. In this section we consider a special case of NESTED(l, m) 
in which all the functions f j  are identical, i.e., f j= f ,  j=  1, . . . ,m. Since 
A(x)=Af(x) (defined in Section 1) is independent of j ,  the sufficiency conditions 
(5), (6) and (7) can be put into a simpler form. To see this note that d is a nonin- 
creasing function of x since f is concave and let A-~ be the inverse function. The 
requirements of conditions (5), (6) and (7) are then equivalent to the following re- 
quirements: 
A- l (~. l )  < A- I (A2)  < ... <_ A - l (Am)  < A- l (0 ) ,  
xj<-A-I(Aj)<-xj+ I, j= l , . . . ,m,  
(ZI- 1 (~.j) -- A -  1 (~.j + 1)) [ 
(10) 
(11) 
The conditions (10), (11) and (12) can be recast into a form that requires no 
knowledge of f and the sufficiency conditions rewritten. Thus, a solution vector x 
is optimal in this special case of NESTED(l, m) if it is feasible and there exists a 
vector y=d- l (2 )  such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
O<- yl <-Y2 <- "'" <-Ym <- co, (13) 
xj=ly j J  or xj=ryj] ,  j= l , . . . ,m,  (14) 
(Yj--Yj+I) X i -- =0, j= l , . . . ,m-1 ,  
i 1 
[m 1 y,,, x -bm =0. (15) 
i=1 
Linear-Time Algorithm. Consider the following procedures 
xi-bj]=O, j=  1 , . . . ,m-  1, 
i=1 
i=1 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
procedure SPECIAL(m, b(0 : m), x(1 : m)) 
comment [Determine an optimal solution to a special case of NESTED((1, m) 
in which all the functions are identical. 
On entry it is assumed that: 
(i) m_>2; 
(ii) b(0) contains the value 0; 
(iii) b(1 :m) contains the RHS constraint vector of NESTED(l, m). 
On exit x(1 : m) contains an optimal solution to NESTED(l, m).] 
real slope, beta 
integer m, b, x, v, index, j, p, q, s, k 
array b(0 : m), x(1 : m), index(1 :m), slope(1 :m) 
comment [Determine the lower convex boundary of the points (j, by), 
j=0,...,m. 
On entry to VERTEX it is assumed that: 
(i) m_>2; 
(ii) b(0) contains the value 0; 
(iii) b(1 :m) contains the RHS constraint vector of NESTED(l, m). 
On exit from VERTEX: 
(i) o is the number of vertices in the lower convex boundary; 
(ii) index(1 : o) contains the identities of the successive vertices; 
(iii) slope(1 : o) contains the slopes between successive vertices, 
slope(j) is the slope to the left of vertex index j.] 
call VERTEX(m, b(0 : m), o, index(1 :m), slope(1 :m)) 
fo r j~ l  to o -1  do 
p~-index(j) 
q ~-index(j + I) 
beta ~ slope(j + 1) 
s~(q-p)  * (beta- Lbeta ]) 
r~-q -s  
for k~p+l  to rdo  
x(k)~ LbetaJ 
repeat 
for k~r+ 1 to q do 
x(k)~- rbeta'l 
repeat 
repeat 
end SPECIAL 
procedure VERTEX(m, b(0 : m), o, index(1 :m), slope(1 :m)) 
comment [Determine the lower convex-boundary of the points (j, bj), 
j=0,...,m. 
On entry it is assumed that: 
(i) m>_2; 
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(ii) b(0) contains the value 0; 
(iii) b(1 : m) contains the RHS constraint vector of NESTED(I, m). 
On exit: 
(i) o is the number of vertices in the lower convex boundary; 
(ii) index(1 : o) contains the identities of the successive vertices; 
(iii) slope(1 : o) contains the slopes between successive vertices, 
slope(j) is the slope to the left of vertex index j ]  
real slope, newslope 
integer m, b, o, index, j, i 
arrary b(0 : m), index(1 :m), slope(1 :m) 
o~1 
j,--0 
index(l)~0 
slope(I)*-0 
while j < m do 
j -j+ 1 
DELETE: i ~ index(o) 
newslope ~(b( j )  - b ( i ) ) / ( j -  i) 
if newslope < slope(o) then 
o~--o-1 
goto DELETE 
else 
o~o+l  
index(u) + j  
slope(u) ~ newslope 
endif 
repeat 
end VERTEX 
Then we claim that setting b(0)~-0 and call SPECIAL(m, b(0 : m), x(1 : m)) solves 
NESTED(I, m), i.e., terminates with a feasible solution and implicit constants {yj} 
satisfying conditions (13), (14) and (15). To prove this note that only feasible solu- 
tions are constructed and immediately after each execution of line 5 let yy = beta, 
j =p + 1, ..., q. Then 
0- -~Y l  - -  " ' "  <-Yp< Yp+ 1 . . . . .  Yq. 
This follows from the fact that the slopes of the edges of the lower convex boundary 
are increasing. Since at the start of the procedure p is set to index(l)= 0 and at ter- 
mination q is set to index(u)=m conditions (13) are satisfied. 
Also at lines 8-10 xk= LYkJ, k=p+ 1,.. . ,r ,  and at lines 11-13 xk= FYk], k= 
r+ 1,... ,q. 
Since at the start of the procedure p is set to index(l)= 0 and at termination q
is set to index(o)= m conditions (14) are satisfied. Finally, note that by the above 
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definition Yj=Yj+I, J=P+ 1,..., q -1 .  These j correspond to the points (j, bj) 
which are not vertices of the lower convex boundary and whose constraints may b.e 
nonbinding in an optimal solution to NESTED(I,m), i.e., ~,~_lXi<bj and 
(.vs -.vs+ 1)[ E~= ~ xi - b i] = 0. For p and q, corresponding to the points (p, bp), (q, bq) 
which are successive vertices of the lower convex boundary, yp<_yq and it is 
necessary to show that the associated constraints are binding. This is easily shown 
by induction. 
Suppose it holds for p; then ~,i=~xiP = bp. But 
q r q 
E xi= E x,+ E 
i=p+ 1 i=p+ 1 i=r+ 1 
=(r-p)[betaJ + (q -  r)[-beta] by construction 
=(q-s-p)Lbeta j + s[-beta] substituting for r 
= (q - P) L beta J + s([-beta-] - L betaJ ) 
=(q-p)beta-s + s([-beta] - LbetaJ) by construction 
=bq-bp + s([-beta] - lbetaJ  - 1) by construction 
=bq-bp, 
since s([-betaT-Lbeta J -  1)=0. (If beta is an integer s=O otherwise [ -beta]-  
LbetaJ = 1.) Thus 
q q q 
E x i= E xi Jr E x i=bp+(bq-bp)=bq 
i=l i=l i=p+l 
and constraint q is binding and the result follows. Since at the start of the procedure 
p is set to index( l )= 0 and at termination q is set to index(o)= m, conditions (15) 
are satisfied. 
Time Complexity of SPECIAL. Line 1 takes O(m) time by the arguments for a 
similar VERTEX procedure used in Dyer and Walker [2]. Lines 2-14 clearly take 
O(m) time. Thus the total time complexity of SPECIAL is O(m). 
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